Surfaces of percolation systems in lattice problems.
The internal and external surface area of a percolation cluster along with a full surface area of whole percolation system are investigated both analytically and numerically. Numerical simulation is performed by a Monte Carlo method for site and bond problems on square and simple cubic lattices. It is shown that both the external and full surface areas of a percolation cluster as well as the full surface area of the whole percolation system have maxima for a certain share of occupied sites (for the site problem) or permeable bonds (for a bond problem). On the basis of a probabilistic approach, analytical expressions are obtained which relate the surface area of percolation cluster to its density. The last value has been studied in more details at present that allows to analyze the behavior of the above-mentioned surface for various lattices. Two particular technological processes are discussed where the surface area of a percolation cluster plays an important part: generation of electric current in a fuel cell and self-propagating high-temperature synthesis in heterogeneous condensed systems.